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A two-wave shock structure—elastic precursor followed by an inelastic compression wave—is observed in
single crystal and polycrystalline diamond laser shock compressed to peak stresses as high as 800 GPa. The
Hugoniot elastic limits are measured to be 80 ��12�, 81 ��6�, and 60 ��3� GPa for the �100�, �110�, and
�111� orientations of single crystals with the directional dependence attributable to the relative increase in
strength under confining stress. These values imply a single crystal yield strength approximately 1/3 of theo-
retical predictions. The measurements reveal clear deviations from an elastic-plastic response upon dynamic
yielding with significant relaxation toward an isotropic stress state for shock stresses of at least 160 GPa.
Previously reported signatures of melting at 700–800 GPa along the diamond Hugoniot may be related to the
transition from a two-wave to a single-wave structure, supporting the interpretation that melting begins at
lower stresses ��600 GPa� with the appearance of an optically reflecting phase of carbon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diamond has the largest resistance to deformation of any
known bulk material; it is of unparalleled utility in numerous
technological applications, due also to its transparency,
chemical inertness and high thermal conductivity, and many
have sought to predict or measure it’s yield strength.1–11 In
the present study, we characterize its yielding by measuring
the behavior of single-crystal and polycrystalline diamond
under compression by large-amplitude shock waves between
100 and 1000 GPa.

In solids, minimum elastic energy is obtained under hy-
drostatic �isotropic� stress conditions.12 When stressed aniso-
tropically, a solid material may behave macroscopically as a
fluid with stress relaxing toward hydrostatic conditions; or
the material can resist yielding, sustaining anisotropic stress
through strength effects. Strength is manifested in numerous
ways under dynamic loading of solids, the most conspicuous
being the Hugoniot elastic limit �HEL�: the stress below
which strain is purely elastic and above which significant
inelastic yielding occurs. Compression to stresses just be-
yond the HEL is associated with the formation of a two-wave
shock structure, featuring an elastic precursor traveling at a
longitudinal sound speed �and compressing the material to
near its HEL� followed by an inelastic wave that achieves the
peak compression.

Because the stress of the precursor shock represents the
limit of elastic deformation, it provides a measure of the
material’s initial yield strength. For the inelastic wave, the
effects of strength in general depend on material, shock am-
plitude, strain rate, and time.13–21 The elastic-plastic model,13

for example, assumes that strength is maintained during in-
elastic deformation with deviatoric stress magnitudes compa-
rable to those observed at the HEL. Alternatively, the elastic-
isotropic model14 assumes that strength is lost during
inelastic compression, resulting in shock-compressed states
of hydrostatic stress. The behavior of real materials falls be-

tween these two extremes, for compression just beyond the
HEL.

Materials exhibiting a total or partial loss of strength dur-
ing inelastic compression tend to be brittle and characterized
by high strength and low thermal conductivity at ambient
conditions, e.g., the dielectrics quartz �SiO2�,17,22,23 boron
carbide �B4C�,19,20 periclase,15,17 and corundum
�Al2O3�.14,17,24 The prevailing explanation for strength loss
under dynamic yielding is that inelastic deformation is local-
ized in shear bands, where elevated local temperatures can
transiently enhance slip, in some cases through melting.15–18

Thermal-strain localization is counterbalanced by heat con-
duction and hence is favored in thermally resistive materials.
That strength loss occurs most prevalently in brittle solids
also suggests a connection with brittle fracture. Metals, with
low strength, high thermal conductivity and typically ductile
yielding, tend toward elastic-plastic responses.

Diamond, a brittle dielectric of uniquely high strength and
thermal conductivity, lacks an obvious analog among other
solids that have been studied with shock compression. High-
strength, high thermal-conductivity moissanite �SiC� may be
the closest and resembles an elastic-plastic material under
shock loading.19,20 However, silicon �Si�—which also has
high strength and high thermal conductivity and is isostruc-
tural with diamond—behaves as an elastic-isotropic
material.25 While diamond’s resistance to plastic flow and
tendency to yield by fracturing at ambient pressure and tem-
perature is well known,26 plastic flow has been observed in
diamond at high pressures8 and temperatures26 �though on
significantly longer time scales than are explored by shock
compression�. In the present study, we find that the response
of diamond to shock loading ranges from nearly elastic-
isotropic to nearly elastic-plastic, correlated with initial
sample properties.

The response of diamond to dynamic compression has
been measured previously11,27–36 although the low-stress
shock-compression regime ��600 GPa�, where strength ef-
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fects should play the largest role, has received relatively little
attention.11,27–30 Early equation-of-state measurements at
100–600 GPa reported a single-wave structure.27 Subsequent
measurements, however, documented elastic precursor waves
at 180–250 GPa.28,30 The present results are consistent with
the latter studies.

Recent shock experiments on diamond have focused on
higher stresses, 500–3500 GPa.31–36 Melting has been found
to initiate at 600–800 GPa31,33,35–38 and most shock equation-
of-state measurements have documented stresses near or
above this stress.32–35 Whereas the occurrence of melting
suggests that strength should not play a role in this stress
regime, the present observations reveal that this is not the
case. Also, recent ramp-wave loading experiments indicate
that solid diamond exhibits significant strength to ramp
stresses of �800 GPa,11 raising the possibility that strength
can similarly influence the shock-wave response.

II. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Single-crystal diamond samples were cut for shock propa-
gation in the three crystallographic orientations that exhibit
ideal uniaxial strain for elastic shock compression:39,40 �100�,
�110�, and �111�. The �100� �type Ia� and �110� �types Ia and
IIa� samples were transparent, colorless, and inclusion free,
and were fashioned into polished circular disks
100–500 �m in thickness and 1 mm in diameter; these were
supplied by Delaware Diamond Knives, Inc. and Harris Dia-
mond Co. The �111� samples were inclusion-free type Ib
diamonds, transparent and yellow in color, cut into 1-mm-
sided squares �200 �m thick, with the broad surfaces
formed by cleavage along �111� planes; these were supplied
by Almax Industries. In some high-stress experiments, a
microcrystalline synthetic �CVD� diamond was studied; this
variety of polycrystal, supplied by Diamond Materials
GmbH, has been studied previously under dynamic
compression.11,35,36

The targets consisted of diamond mounted on a diamond-
turned �optically finished� 1100 aluminum buffer �Aero Re-
search Associates, Inc.�, 50–100 �m thick, with 8–20 �m
of plastic ablator �CH� deposited on the opposite surface
�Fig. 1�. In most targets, a 137-�m-thick, z-cut quartz win-
dow �Meller Optics, Inc.� was placed adjacent to the dia-
mond as a reference standard. In some targets, two
�100-�m-thick diamonds of identical orientation were
stacked with a 100 nm layer of aluminum deposited on a
section of the interface between them to provide an internal
surface at which to observe shock arrival in diamond �Fig.
2�. Target components were aligned, stacked with
Norland-63 UV-cure photopolymer glue between parts, and
compressed using a Fineplacer Pico �Finetech GmbH�; tar-
gets were UV cured while under compression, reducing gaps
between parts to a minimum.

A Wyco optical surface profilometer �Veeco Instruments�
was used to create a two-dimensional thickness map of
samples and targets throughout target assembly. Interference
fringes observed in gaps between parts under illumination by
white light, in combination with optical profilometry, were
used to characterize gap thicknesses throughout the as-

sembled targets. Targets with gap thicknesses exceeding
�1 �m were discarded because for larger thicknesses shock
reverberation in the gap causes a significant perturbation in
shock travel time. The 100-nm aluminum layer in the inter-
face of stacked diamonds does not significantly affect our
measurements. In some �111� samples, cleavage on different
�111� planes resulted in a series of steps on diamond sur-
faces; care was taken to ensure that these steps did not inter-
fere with the measurements.

Shock waves were driven into the targets using two laser
systems, Janus �100 GW at 532 nm� at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and Omega �3 TW at 355 nm� at the
University of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics.
One-dimensional loading and unloading was achieved by
smoothing the drive laser foci with phase plate technology
that provided uniform irradiation over a square region
1000 �m on a side, or a circular region 650 �m in diam-
eter. This uniform, high-intensity laser ablated the target sur-
face generating a high velocity plasma. In response to this
large impulse, a planar shock having the dimension of the
focal spot is generated in the target. As the shock propagates
across the target, lateral unloading reduces the diameter of
the planar region to between 950 and 100 �m, depending on
shock-propagation distance, the phase plate used and—for
the square plate—the plate orientation relative to the target.
The size and quality of the planar region was documented by
the observed uniformity of shock-arrival times at a given
depth in the target.

Pulses of 1–6 ns duration were used. The 6 ns pulses
provide an optimum degree of shock steadiness during the
experiment �quasisteady loading� but with a limited peak
stress; whereas 1–4 ns pulses typically create higher peak

FIG. 1. Target schematic with the laser �left� incident on an
ablative layer of polymer �CH�, driving a shock through an Al
buffer and into the diamond sample. In most cases, a z-cut quartz
reference was placed on the buffer, adjacent to the diamond. In
some cases, two diamonds were stacked on each other, effectively
forming a single diamond with an internal interface, which was
partially coated with �100 nm of Al. An AR coating was some-
times used on the quartz and diamond free surfaces to permit ob-
servation of weakly reflecting shocks in the transparent samples.
Line-imaging VISAR and SOP diagnostics view the target from the
right. Targets are in an evacuated chamber for the experiment.
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stresses but result in shock decay with propagation distance
due to unloading following shutoff of the laser drive. Char-
acterization of loading stability is discussed in Appendix A.

Two line-imaging velocity interferometer �VISAR� sys-
tems were used to measure velocities and shock travel
times.41,42 The interferometric measurement of velocity by
VISAR is given by

Velocity = �� �

2��1 + ���	 . �1�

The second term on the right �velocity per fringe, VPF�
involves the wavelength of the VISAR probe laser ��
=532 nm�, the optical delay time � introduced by the etalon
in one leg of the interferometer, a correction �1+�� for opti-

cal dispersion in the etalon, and a factor � accounting for
index of refraction effects in the shocked target. The first
term �=��+b is the fringe shift �in counts�, where �� is the
fractional fringe count relative to the initial �zero-velocity�
phase, and b is an integer. The optical delay � used in each
VISAR channel was different, allowing the quantity b for
each channel to be unambiguously resolved.42 The values of
� varied with both spatial coordinate and time in a given
VISAR record, and are summarized in Table I. VPF values
are reported assuming �=1.

In the present experiments, interferometric velocity mea-
surements were made of reflecting interfaces behind trans-
parent shock fronts �giving particle velocity�, of reflecting
shock fronts �giving shock velocity�, and of reflecting free
surfaces of samples �giving free-surface velocity�. Shock ve-
locity was also measured from the timing of shock arrival at
various interfaces in the targets; arrivals were identified by
changes in fringe phase and/or amplitude in the VISAR. A
line-imaging streak optical pyrometer43,44 �SOP� provided
time-resolved thermal-emission data from the targets during
most experiments.

The three streak cameras used in the VISAR and SOP
were Hamamatsu C7700–01 models at Janus facility and
were custom built at the Omega facility. Streak images of
10–40 ns duration were used and time resolution—including
the effects of streak duration, slit width, and etalons—varied
for each data set but was �0.1 ns. Sweep-rate variations
with time were measured and accounted for. At ambient con-
ditions, diamond and quartz are transparent at the wave-
lengths used by these diagnostics.

Orientations of diamond single crystals were assumed to
be those requested from the suppliers; deviations from ideal
orientation are estimated as follows. In the case of �111�
samples, distinct �111� cleavage planes allowed direct mea-
surement �via optical profilometry� of the angle between
crystallographic orientation and the bulk surface normal that
defined the shock propagation direction; this angle was 1

4° or
less for all �111� samples. In the case of �100� and �110�
samples, this angle was estimated from the parallelism of
opposing surfaces, assuming one surface was of correct ori-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Position vs time diagrams illustrating
quasisteady shock experiments in diamond: �a� VISAR views the
base of the diamond, Figs. 3�a� and 3�c� and �b� VISAR views a
reflecting internal interface, Fig. 3�c� only. Shocks and rarefactions
�solid black lines� are presumed to be discontinuities and dashed
black lines and dashed gray lines indicate boundaries in the target
and timing markers, respectively. Reflecting surfaces are indicated
by orange highlighting; and green arrows are incident and reflected
VISAR light �artificially offset in time for clarity� identifying the
surfaces probed, and are labeled with the observed velocities.

TABLE I. VISAR index of refraction corrections.

Reflecting surface �

Quartz

Interface behind shock 1.16�0.04a

Reflecting shock front 1.546b

Free surface 1

Diamond

Interface behind shock ¯

c

Reflecting shock front 2.424d

Free surface 1

aReference 47.
bReference 46.
cOptical correction not known, �=1 assumed.
dReference 31.
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entation and the other of incorrect orientation. For the maxi-
mum thickness variation over a 1 mm diameter observed in
these diamonds �5 �m�, a � 1

3° misalignment would be sug-
gested; thus it is likely that the shock-propagation direction
lies within �1° of the �100� and �110� orientations. The
densities of the diamond, quartz, and aluminum samples
were taken to be 3.52, 2.65, and 2.71 g/cc, respectively.

For experiments in which shock fronts in quartz45 or
diamond31 were reflecting, antireflection �AR� coatings were
sometimes used on free surfaces; this was necessary to ob-
serve shock fronts with weak ��10%� reflectivities using
VISAR. When AR coatings were used, the free surface be-
came reflecting on shock arrival and its subsequent velocity
could be measured.

The quartz window acts as a reference for determining the
shock conditions in the aluminum buffer and the diamond. In
the majority of our experiments, quartz was shocked into the
molten regime and the shock front was reflecting and emis-
sive, permitting time-resolved measurement of shock veloc-
ity using VISAR, and thermal emission using SOP.45,46 This
data was used to document the stability of the laser drive
during the experiment �Appendix A�. In some cases a poor
AR coating prevented direct observation of the reflecting
shock with VISAR; shock velocity was determined in such
cases from the transit time of the shock across the quartz;
time-resolved thermal emission was still observed. For a
single experiment at the lowest stress studied here, shocked
quartz was transparent to VISAR and the velocity of the
quartz-aluminum interface was measured.47 Preheating due
to the laser drive at the maximum laser energies studied here
has been previously found to be negligible in these types of
targets.48

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Shock conditions were assessed using the Rankine-
Hugoniot equations that relate shock-wave velocity D, par-
ticle velocity u, density 	 �or volume V=1 /	�, and longitu-
dinal shock stress P through conservation of �linear�
momentum and mass22

Pb = Pa + 	a�Db − ua��ub − ua� , �2�

	b = 	a
Db − ua

Db − ub
. �3�

Subscript a indicates conditions ahead of the shock front,
and subscript b is used to denote shock velocity �Db� and the
conditions behind the shock. For a two-wave system, these
equations are applied successively to the first and second
shocks. The preshock state of the system is u0=0, P0=0, and
	0 �ambient density�, and states behind the first and second
waves �traveling at D1 and D2� are u1, P1, and 	1 and u2, P2,
and 	2, respectively.

The P-	-D-u states obtained in this manner define the
shock Hugoniots of diamond, the loci of states achieved by
shock compression from a particular initial state. In the
present study, this initial state was varied by altering the
properties of the diamond samples �e.g., the orientation of

single crystals�. The shock front is optically reflective for
Hugoniot states above 600 GPa �Ref. 31� and these results
are discussed separately from the experimental observations
at stresses below 600 GPa. Steady-loading behavior is as-
sumed in the analysis of our low-stress experiments because
this is a good assumption in most cases �Appendix A�.

A. Low-stress results

1. Observations

A two-wave structure was observed in all experiments
below 600 GPa �Figs. 2 and 3�. Free-surface velocity profiles
�Fig. 4� show features common to elastic-inelastic two-wave
shock structures16,17,22,49–51 with the leading elastic shock
consisting of a sharp jump in free-surface velocity uf, fol-
lowed by uf decreasing with time prior to second-wave ar-
rival. On second-wave arrival, the profile varies depending
on sample orientation and driving stress, the second-wave
arrival generally being sharper at higher peak stress and
more distended at lower stress. For P2=200–300 GPa in the
�100� and �110� orientations, the second-shock arrival fea-
tures a sharp initial jump in velocity followed by a slow rise
to peak velocity. This initial jump, observed previously in
�110� diamond,30 is due to the interaction of the two-wave
structure with the sample surface �Fig. 5�.13,25,50 The jump
leading the second-wave arrival is slightly larger than the
jump observed on first-shock arrival as is commonly ob-
served when the sample surface is unconfined.13,50

In our analysis, we make use of the observation that the
first wave is transparent to VISAR interferometry and the
second is nontransparent to VISAR �Fig. 3�. This is consis-
tent with identification of the first wave as elastic and the
second as inelastic, with scattering from heterogeneous dam-
age the likely cause of transparency loss.

2. Measurement of first-wave conditions

The particle velocity u1 is obtained from the free-surface
velocity following arrival of the first shock, uf1, assuming
uf1=2u1.14,22,23,28 Uncertainty is estimated from the full
range of velocities observed between first- and second-wave
arrivals at the free surface.

Shock velocity D1 is determined from travel time across
the diamond. The measured D1 are comparable to the ambi-
ent longitudinal sound speeds in the �100�, �110�, and �111�
orientations �17.53, 18.32, and 18.58 km/s, respectively�.39,52

This is additional evidence that the first wave is elastic. D1
appears to decrease somewhat between the first and second
diamond of stacked targets by �1 km /s,47 presumably as a
result of stress relaxation behind the precursor;51 because the
change in velocity is on the order of the absolute measure-
ment uncertainty, the average is used for D1. The stress P1
and density 	1 are then determined through Eqs. �2� and �3�.

3. Measurement of second-wave conditions

Shock velocity D2 is determined from shock travel time,
using shock arrival at the free surface, and for stacked tar-
gets, arrival at the internal interface �in which case the two
measurements are averaged�. The effect of the precursor on
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FIG. 3. Line VISAR 
�a� and �c�� and result-
ing velocity records 
�b� and �d�� for shots dh14
and dh8, respectively. Spatial �vertical� axes of
�a� and �c� are 925 �m full scale and are labeled
to indicate the target region: quartz, diamond, and
diamond with a reflecting �Al-coated� internal in-
terface. In �a� and �c�, darker interference fringes
correspond to higher reflection from the target. In
plots �b� and �d�, velocities for diamond and
quartz are solid black and gray lines, respectively.
Time zero corresponds to shock breakout into
diamond and quartz. Events, numbered as in Fig.
2, are determined from changes in fringe phase
�
�� or intensity; the subsequent phase ��� is
determined from �=0 corresponding to a mo-
tionless surface. �1� Shock breakout from alumi-
num buffer, diamond and quartz rendered non-
transparent and reflection from the buffer ceases;
a reflecting shock is visible in quartz in �a� due to
good AR coating on the quartz window �
��0
and ��0�; for quartz in �c�, and diamond in both
targets, only an intensity drop is registered �
�
=0 and �=0�. 
�2� and �3�� Arrival of elastic and
inelastic waves �respectively� at diamond free
surface �
��0 and ��0�. �4� Arrival of elastic
wave at internal reflecting interface, wave is
transparent �
��0 and ��0�. �5� Arrival of in-
elastic wave at internal reflecting interface, wave
is nontransparent �
��0 and �=0� �6� Arrival
of shock at quartz free surface �character depends
on the initial quality of the AR coating�; subse-
quent to this event only free-surface reflection is
observed with ��0. For the observed fringe
shift at event 4, �=1 is assumed in reducing the
data, and overlapping �=0 fringes from the free
surface are subtracted. For both �a� and �c�, the
apparent VPF �for �=1� is 6.221 km/s per fringe
shift. In selecting arrival times to determine
shock velocity, arrival 1 is identified by the drop
in fringe intensity; arrivals 2 and 4 are identified
by sharp fringe shifts; arrival 3 is identified as the
point of maximum free-surface acceleration; ar-
rival 5 is identified by a sudden drop in fringe
intensity and an incomplete fringe shift; and ar-
rival 6 is identified by a fringe shift or an inten-
sity drop. Arrival times are obtained self-
consistently, accounting for the time resolution of
the VISAR.
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velocity measurement at the internal interface is straightfor-
ward.

At the free surface, the effect of the prior arrival of the
precursor is more complicated as reverberation between the
free-surface release of the precursor and the approaching in-
elastic wave must be considered �Fig. 5�.14,22,50,53,54 We use

FIG. 4. Profiles of free-surface velocity uf vs normalized time
�time after the shock enters the diamond divided by the thickness of
the diamond or diamond stack�, for orientations �a� �100�, �b� �110�,
and �c� �111�. Normalization to diamond thickness results in iden-
tical arrival times for waves traveling at the same velocity. Inset in
�b� is a detail �with a longer time scale� on the lowest amplitude
wave in that figure.

FIG. 5. Distance-time plot of reverberations following arrival of
the elastic precursor at the free surface, after Refs. 53 and 54. Solid
lines are shocks and rarefactions �labeled with Eulerian wave ve-
locities� and dashed lines are material interfaces. Rarefactions are
approximated as discontinuous waves.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Impedance-match method for a represen-
tative experiment �dh3�. The path to the first state in diamond is
indicated by Rayleigh line R1 with a slope 	0D1 and the path from
the first to the second state is indicated by Rayleigh line R2 with a
slope 	1�D2−u1�. The aluminum Hugoniot �Al� is reflected �M�
about the initial state in aluminum, intersecting with R2 and the
quartz Hugoniot �Q�, to estimate the release �into quartz� and re-
shock �into diamond� response of Al �Ref. 57�; errors due to the
reflected-Hugoniot approximation are negligible. Impedance match-
ing was accomplished by first determining aluminum conditions
from measured quartz conditions, then determining second-wave
diamond conditions from aluminum conditions. Dashed lines indi-
cate uncertainty in R1, R2, and M. Uncertainties in first- and
second-wave states are represented in two ways: by orthogonal er-
ror bars �blue� and by polygonal zones �red�, where the latter show
covariance; orthogonal uncertainties are reported in Table II; po-
lygonal uncertainties are shown in subsequent graphs when
appropriate.
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the reverberation treatment53,54 with D2 defined as

D2 =
�t2 − t1��2D1u1 − 2u1

2 − D3D1 + D3u1� + L�D1 − u1 + D3�
t2�D3 − 2u1� + t1�u1 + D1�

�4�

where L is the diamond thickness �the total thickness in the
case of stacked targets�, t1 is the transit time of the first wave
across the diamond�s�, t2 is the apparent transit time of the
second wave, and D3 is the velocity of the wave that emerges
from the interaction between the precursor release wave and
the oncoming second shock. The quantity D3 is not well
known. One common assumption is that D3=D1+2u1, which
assumes that diamond is restressed to support a new elastic
wave with the same velocity as the first.14,22,53,54 This as-
sumption seems realistic for the experiments on �100� and
�110� diamond where the second-wave free-surface arrival
event contains a clear elastic reverberation. However, it was
observed in experiments on quartz22,53 that this assumption
produces unrealistic values of D2 and that more reasonable
results are obtained by assuming D3 is significantly slower
with a velocity closer to the bulk wave speed.

In the present study, we measured D3 by comparing D2
measured in the first diamond of stacked targets with that
estimated using Eq. �4�. The value of D3 giving the best
agreement between the two measurements is 82 ��5�% of
D1+2u1 for P2 between 150 and 300 GPa, consistent with
the lower D3 suggested by previous studies. We considered a
systematic uncertainty of �D1+2u1��D3� �D2+2u1� in ap-
plying Eq. �4� to all measurements, where the lower bound
reproduces the slower measured value. At P2�200 GPa, the
shock velocity obtained from Eq. �4� is imprecise due to the
long time between reverberations and the systematic uncer-
tainty in D3.

The particle velocity u2, stress P2, and density 	2 behind
the second wave were determined simultaneously through
impedance matching22 using the Hugoniots of quartz46,55 and
aluminum,56,57 the measured shock conditions in the quartz,
the precursor shock conditions, and D2 �Fig. 6�. The shocks
in quartz and aluminum consist of single waves at the con-
ditions studied here.

Note that we observe uf2 /u2�2 at P2�300 GPa �Table
II�. For example, for P2=200–300 GPa in the present study,
uf2 /u2 ratios of 1.69 ��0.12�, 1.56 ��0.09�, and 1.21
��0.09� are observed for the �100�, �110�, and �111� orien-
tations, respectively. Also, uf2 /u2�1.7 has been reported for
P2�200 GPa in nearly �111�-oriented diamond.28 Such de-
viations from the frequently assumed uf2 /u2=2
behavior23,25,50,54 are likely due to strength effects and pre-
clude the use of the free-surface release velocity to estimate
u2 in these low-stress experiments.

4. Hugoniot data and uncertainty

Hugoniot data at low stress �Table II� are plotted in Figs.
7 and 8, together with previous Hugoniot data in this stress
regime on nearly �111�-oriented diamond28 �plotted with our
�111� data� and �100� diamond.27

Uncertainties in the measured quantities—D1, u1, D2, and
the quartz shock velocity DQ—were propagated to dependant

quantities—e.g. P1, 	1, u2, P2, and 	2—with careful consid-
eration of covariance. To represent covariance in the uncer-
tainty of dependant quantities graphically, polygonal bound-
ing regions are used �rather than orthogonal error bars� as
shown in Figs. 6–8. These contain all solutions to the analy-
sis that fall within the uncertainties of the measured quanti-
ties. Standard orthogonal uncertainties are reported in Table
II.

B. High-stress results

For high-stress experiments, shorter laser-pulse durations
and unloading at the drive surface typically produced shocks
that decayed in amplitude with time.31,34,42,45 Time-integrated
measurements �e.g., shock-travel times�, often provided in-
sufficient constraints on the shock conditions present during
the experiment. For shock stresses above �600 GPa, the
shock front in diamond was reflecting,31 permitting time-
resolved velocimetry of the decaying shock as it transited the
diamond.31,34,42,45 In some experiments the shock was ini-
tially reflecting but became nonreflecting during transit.31

For experiments where the shock remained reflecting
throughout transit �Figs. 9 and 10�, it was possible to mea-
sure shock velocity immediately before arrival at the free
surface. Then, immediately after arrival, the free-surface ve-
locity could be measured. The shock at the free surface ex-
hibited either single- or two-wave structure.

The two-wave structure in this type of experiment was
interpreted to consist of a transparent, nonreflecting precur-
sor �consistent with observations at low stress� and a reflect-
ing second wave, such that D2 was measured through the
precursor by VISAR interferometry. This could alter � from
that expected for a single, reflecting wave ��=n0�,31,42 where
n0 is the ambient index of refraction. Making the index-of-
refraction corrections,58 we obtain for a two-wave �transpar-
ent first wave, reflecting second wave� structure

� = n0
1 − �1 − n1/n0��1 − D1/D2�� , �5�

where n1 is the index of refraction behind the first wave. The
two terms in parenthesis are small because D1�D2 at con-
ditions where the second shock is reflecting and n1�n0 for
any reasonable change in the index of refraction of diamond
in the precursor wave. Thus, �=n0 is accurate for all reflect-
ing shocks in diamond.

Immediately before and after free-surface arrival of the
shock�s�, it is reasonable to approximate conditions as those
of steady loading. That is, on a time scale short relative to the
time scale of shock decay, unsteady loading effects can be
ignored and steady-wave analysis �e.g., impedance match-
ing� can be used. In this interval three measurements con-
strain the state of the shock�s� immediately before free-
surface arrival: D2, uf1 �if observed�, and uf2. First shock
conditions, when visible, were obtained by assuming uf1
=2u1 as at low stress, and estimating D1 �Table II�. Inelastic
shock conditions were obtained from measurement of D2 im-
mediately before free-surface arrival and uf2 after free-
surface arrival, assuming uf2=2u2 �justified by the relatively
good agreement of our results, using this assumption, with
independent Hugoniot measurements at high stress: Fig. 11�.
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TABLE II. Experimental results. Uncertainties are in parenthesis and are intended to represent 68.3% �1-sigma� confidence. For stacked diamonds, the sample thickness is the total
thickness. Shots beginning with “dh” were conducted at LLNL; numbered shots were conducted at LLE.

Shot
Orientation and
configuration

Intensity
�1016 W /m2�

Duration
�ns� Drive

Thickness
��m�

D1

�km/s�
uf1

�km/s�
u1

�km/s�
P1

�GPa�
	1

�g /cm3�
D2

�km/s�
uf2

�km/s�
u2

�km/s�
P2

�GPa�
	2

�g /cm3�
DQ

�km/s�

dh6a �110� 2.50 6 steady 99.1 20.72 2.21 1.107 80.7 3.713 10.8 2.43 1.78 105 3.99 6.95

single �1.0� �0.68� �0.14� �0.071� �5.8� �0.015� �1.5� �0.10� �0.57� �20� �0.26� �0.98�
dh10a �110� 5.90 6 steady 207.9 19.90 2.45 1.223 85.5 3.745 12.71 ¯

b 2.87 156 4.37 8.95

stack �1.4� �0.45� �0.09� �0.043� �3.5� �0.010� �0.38� �0.21� �9� �0.10� �0.35�
dh9a �100� 6.03 6 steady 175.9 20.22 2.26 1.13 80 3.723 13.64 3.96 2.89 162 4.33 9.08

stack �1.4� �0.52� �0.35� �0.17� �12� �0.034� �0.39� �0.14� �0.22� �10� �0.10� �0.36�
dh13a �111� 6.28 6 steady 224.0 20.74 1.77 0.88 64.3 3.671 15.12 3.20 2.80 165 4.24 9.03c

single �1.0� �0.30� �0.22� �0.11� �7.9� �0.020� �0.64� �0.20� �0.21� �11� �0.08� �0.36�
dh3a �100� 6.45 6 steady 83.8 19.29 2.65 1.33 89.8 3.774 13.41 4.75 2.99 166 4.38 9.23

single �1.3� �0.73� �0.25� �0.13� �9.1� �0.028� �0.93� �0.26� �0.24� �11� �0.13� �0.39�
dh2a �100� 12.30 6 steady 78.8 19.65 2.80 1.400 96.7 3.785 15.21 7.30 4.38 253 4.83 11.61c

single �1.3� �0.80� �0.10� �0.050� �5.2� �0.016� �0.81� �0.30� �0.38� �20� �0.20� �0.49�
dh8a �100� 13.18 6 steady 174.7 19.47 3.00 1.50 103 3.808 15.86 7.34 4.32 257 4.74 11.61

stack �1.6� �0.58� �0.32� �0.16� �11� �0.035� �0.41� �0.31� �0.24� �13� �0.11� �0.32�
dh14a �111� 12.10 6 steady 201.3 20.75 1.66 0.828 60.4 3.661 16.49 5.31 4.39 265 4.74 11.75

single �1.5� �0.36� �0.09� �0.043� �3.3� �0.008� �0.53� �0.15� �0.26� �15� �0.12� �0.32�
dh5a �110� 13.32 6 steady 175.6 20.42 2.57 1.28 92.1 3.751 16.44 6.70 4.42 270 4.73 11.83

stack �2.6� �0.56� �0.21� �0.10� �7.8� �0.021� �0.41� �0.23� �0.27� �15� �0.12� �0.32�
dh1a �110� 13.18 6 steady 101.8 19.37 2.61 1.303 88.7 3.768 15.40 7.58 4.76 273 4.99 12.07

single �1.3� �0.61� �0.14� �0.068� �5.4� �0.016� �0.64� �0.20� �0.29� �16� �0.17� �0.33�
dh12a �110� 15.88 4 decaying 207.7 20.74 2.79 1.40 102 3.769 16.45 ¯

d 4.42 274 4.72 11.87

stack �2.2� �0.53� �0.26� �0.13� �10� �0.027� �0.92� �0.43� �24� �0.20� �0.51�
dh17a �111� 17.45 4 decaying 232.0 20.81 1.86 0.932 68.2 3.680 16.90 ¯

d 5.16 316 5.00 12.75

single �1.4� �0.40� �0.19� �0.093� �6.9� �0.017� �0.94� �0.41� �25� �0.23� �0.53�
dh19a �110� 54.50 4 decaying 205.6 19.55e 3.08 1.54 105.7 3.815 19.8 ¯

d 8.32 578 6.08 16.95c

stack �1.5� �0.82� �0.20� �0.10� �8.2� �0.025� �1.4� �0.70� �50� �0.52� �0.71�
dh15a �111� 55.48 4 decaying 169.8 22.43e 3.65 1.83 143.9 3.826 20.6 ¯

d 8.15 599 5.77 16.99c

single �1.3� �0.62� �0.21� �0.11� �9.2� �0.022� �1.7� �0.72� �53� �0.49� �0.71�
dh18a �100� 56.23 4 decaying 167.3 21.6e 3.47 1.733 132 3.821 20.8 ¯

d 8.18 602 5.77 17.03

stack �1.5� �1.1� �0.20� �0.098� �10� �0.025� �1.8� �0.70� �53� �0.49� �0.72�
41649f �110� 184.10 1 decaying 500g 20.87h 3.40 1.70 125 3.827 ¯

f
¯

f
¯

f
¯

f
¯

f
¯

f

single �0.64� �0.40� �0.20� �15� �0.041�
43633i CVD 396.36 1 decaying 420g 21.9j 5.19 2.60 200 3.987 20.79 16.70 8.35 617 5.83 ¯

i

single �1.0� �0.88� �0.44� �35� �0.094� �0.32� �0.90� �0.45� �34� �0.22�
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TABLE II. �Continued.�

Shot
Orientation and
configuration

Intensity
�1016 W /m2�

Duration
�ns� Drive

Thickness
��m�

D1

�km/s�
uf1

�km/s�
u1

�km/s�
P1

�GPa�
	1

�g /cm3�
D2

�km/s�
uf2

�km/s�
u2

�km/s�
P2

�GPa�
	2

�g /cm3�
DQ

�km/s�

29424i �110� 445.78 1 decaying 450g , k 21.5h 4.88 2.44 184 3.966 20.10 17.35 8.68 621 6.13 ¯

i

single �1.4� �0.47� �0.24� �21� �0.059� �0.25� �0.23� �0.11� �13� �0.09�
42454i �110� 527.49 1 decaying 500g 21.5h 5.16 2.58 195 3.993 20.84 19.18 9.59 706 6.48 ¯

i

single �1.6� �0.64� �0.32� �28� �0.079� �0.46� �0.67� �0.33� �29� �0.23�
20547i �110� 47.51 3.5 steady 100g 21.6h 5.50 2.75 209 4.028 20.60 19.89 9.95 726 6.75 ¯

i

single �1.7� �0.28� �0.14� �20� �0.056� �0.40� �0.30� �0.15� �19� �0.16�
43634i CVD 589.97 1 decaying 420g

¯

l
¯

l
¯

l
¯

l
¯

l 21.60 20.00 10.00 759 6.55 ¯

i

single �0.25� �0.40� �0.20� �18� �0.13�
20550i �110� 177.77 1 decaying 100g

¯

m
¯

m
¯

m
¯

m
¯

m 23.40 22.50 11.25 925 6.77 ¯

i

single �0.30� �0.75� �0.38� �33� �0.22�
20549i �110� 217.93 1 decaying 100g

¯

m
¯

m
¯

m
¯

m
¯

m 23.30 23.00 11.50 942 6.94 ¯

i

single �0.35� �0.75� �0.38� �34� �0.24�
aInelastic wave conditions obtained by impedance matching with D2 obtained from diamond transit time.
bFree-surface inelastic wave arrival missed.
cQuartz shock conditions not observed; estimated from scaling of quartz conditions with laser intensity.
dNot reported due to shock decay, uf2 does not accurately correspond with u2 estimated by impedance matching.
ePrecursor velocities are upper bounds.
fInelastic wave conditions could not be accurately estimated.
gDiamond thickness not precisely known.
hEstimated from elastic Hugoniot models �finite-strain models and linear fit in D -u� fit to �110� elastic wave data �Ref. 47�.
iInelastic wave conditions obtained by assuming uf2=2u2 with D2 obtained from reflecting shock front.
jEstimated from Eq. �6� assuming D1=DC.
kCorrected from Ref. 42.
lPrecursor just barely overdriven; precursor visible at edge of sample where weaker shocks arrived at free surface.
mPrecursor overdriven.
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Stress and density were then determined through Eqs. �2�
and �3�.

Our approach amounts to impedance matching in a small
spatial region around the interface between two materials
�diamond and vacuum, in the present case� during the short
time interval that steady loading is a reasonable
approximation.33,34,59,60 For a two-wave structure, wave-
amplitude variations during the interval between wave arriv-
als are accounted for. A high-stress experiment �shot 20547�
with approximately steady loading confirmed that there is no
resolvable difference between data obtained under nearly
steady and decaying loading conditions.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Shock velocity vs particle velocity data
for single-crystal diamond. Circles and squares are elastic and in-
elastic Hugoniot data, respectively. Orientations are �100� �purple�,
�110� �green�, and �111� �red�. Filled symbols are present results;
two-wave shock data on nearly �111�-oriented diamond �Ref. 28�
are open circles and squares �red�; single-wave shock data on �100�
diamond �Ref. 27� are open crossed squares �purple�, and a linear fit
to this data is the solid black line. Colored solid lines are bounds on
the predicted hydrostatic Hugoniot �Appendix B� for each orienta-
tion and are observed to be anisotropic at low stress. Colored
dashed �dotted� lines are Lagrangian �Eulerian� finite-strain models
for the elastic Hugoniots �Ref. 47� centered on the ambient longi-
tudinal sound speeds �colored triangles�. Black triangle is ambient
bulk sound speed.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Stress vs density data for �a� �100�, �b�
�110�, and �c� �111� single-crystal diamond. Symbols and colora-
tion are consistent with Fig. 7; circles �squares� are elastic �inelas-
tic� wave data. Present data are filled symbols; data for nearly �111�
diamond �Ref. 28� are open symbols; data for �100� diamond �Ref.
27� are crossed open squares, shown with estimated corrections to
these datapoints for a two wave structure �Ref. 47� �adjacent, open
black polygons�. Solid gray region is the hydrostatic isentrope of
diamond and its uncertainty �Appendix B�. The hydrostatic Hugo-
niot prediction �bounded by colored solid lines� is virtually identical
in each orientation; note however that it is defined only above the
HEL. Colored dashed �dotted� lines are Lagrangian �Eulerian�
finite-strain models for the elastic Hugoniots �Ref. 47�.
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It was observed that with increasing D2 �near the free
surface�, the interval between arrivals of the first and second
waves decreased until at a critical velocity DC and above,
only a single wave arrival was observed. It is interpreted that
below DC, the precursor is fast enough to separate from the
inelastic shock while above it, the precursor is overdriven.
Then, for some experiments �e.g., Figs. 9 and 10�, DC was
reached as the decaying shock transited the diamond, causing
the wave to split before reaching the free surface; in others,
DC was not reached during decay and only a single wave was
present during the experiment.

For �110� diamond, DC lies between �20.8 and
�23.3 km /s, given the experiments that bound this transi-
tion in our data. We can more precisely estimate DC by con-
sidering the distance-time diagram in Fig. 9. Considering the
decay of the second shock, observed to be linear in time t
late in the experiments �e.g., Fig. 10� as D2�t�D0-Rt, where
D0 and R are constants fit to the data, and assuming the first
wave has a constant velocity of D1=DC, we have

DC = D0 − Rt2 + �2R�t3 − t2��D0 − uf1� − R2�t3
2 − t2

2� . �6�

Equation �6� was used with decaying-shock experiments
29424 and 42454 to give DC=22.3�0.3 for �110� diamond.
This result is consistent with the splitting of the shock during
sample transit; e.g., in Fig. 10, the two-wave structure should
be present for only �4 ns preceding shock arrival at the free
surface. If the amplitude of the first wave decreased with
propagation distance �due to stress relaxation� rather than
remaining constant with D1=DC, the value of DC obtained
through Eq. �6� is a lower bound. However, the present mea-
surements and finite-strain predictions47 suggest that D1 does

not vary much with elastic wave amplitude in �110� diamond
and thus Eq. �6� should be accurate. Indeed, the D1 inferred
for the above shots from elastic Hugoniot models �Table II�
are in agreement with the independently determined DC. For
the polycrystalline material, a single experiment �43634� oc-
curred right at the overdrive point, constraining DC to be
21.6�0.3 km /s. The data set in this case showed only a
single-wave free-surface arrival at the center of the sample,

FIG. 9. �Color online� Position vs time diagram for a decaying
shock experiment �Fig. 10�. Lines, coloration, and time marker
numbering are the same as in Fig. 2. Continuous rarefaction from
the left is presumed; rightward-propagating rarefactions are not
shown. The shock velocity in the single-wave regime, before the
shock has split into two waves between t1 and t2, is labeled D.
Splitting is presumed to occur when a critical velocity �DC� is
reached during decay.

FIG. 10. Line VISAR record �a� for decaying, reflecting shock
experiment �shot 29424� and interpreted velocities �b� used for
characterizing the two-wave structure of diamond at high stress.
The vertical �spatial� axis in �a� is 200 �m full scale and shows the
region of planar shock compression in a single diamond sample.
Events 1, 2, and 3 are numbered as in Figs. 2, 3, and 9; event 7 is
a brief period of opacity in the diamond caused by photoionization
during the laser pulse �Ref. 42�. At event 1, a strongly reflecting
shock appears in the diamond �
��0 and ��0�; shock velocity
then decreases continuously with time as does shock reflectivity as
the shock nears the free surface �Ref. 31�. At event 2, the free-
surface reflectivity, initially eliminated with an AR coating, in-
creases on first-shock arrival, permitting observation of the subse-
quent free-surface velocity but obscuring the weakly reflecting
second shock still within the diamond �
��0 and ��0�. At event
3, the second shock arrives at the free surface �
��0 and ��0�.
Prior to event 2, we interpret that the reflecting second wave is
observed through a transparent first wave. The gray solid line in �b�
is a fit to the linear-decay portion of the second shock, extrapolated
to estimate shock conditions between events 2 and 3. For �a�, the
apparent VPF is 15.96 km/s per fringe shift.
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where the main shock was the strongest, and a two-wave
arrival toward the edge of the sample, where slightly weaker
shocks arrived at the free surface. DC was also estimated for
the polycrystal from Eq. �6� and shot 43633, giving a value
consistent with that shown above. It should be noted that DC
is known independently from the Hugoniot.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Elastic-wave behavior

Elastic precursor amplitudes are found to increase with
second-wave �peak� stress, reaching values as high as
�200 GPa before being overdriven. This, together with the
decreasing particle velocity behind the precursor wavefront
and the decrease in precursor velocity with propagation dis-
tance are common phenomena14,15,22,50,61 that can be inter-
preted in terms of time-dependant inelastic relaxation of
initially-elastic uniaxial strain.16,17,49,51 Our elastic precursor
stresses in �110�- and �111�-oriented diamond compare well
with those measured previously in �110�- �Ref. 30� and
nearly �111�-oriented �Ref. 28� diamond, respectively, at
similar peak stresses.

We took the HELs of diamond to be best represented by
the weakest elastic precursor observed in each orientation,
giving 80.1 ��12.4�, 80.7 ��5.8�, and 60.4 ��3.3� for the
�100�, �110�, and �111� orientations, respectively. Our ratio-
nale is that as precursor stress scales with peak stress, there is
a point at which the peak stress is no larger than the precur-
sor stress, such that P1= P2; this is the minimum shock stress

required to initiate yielding in the form of a second, inelastic
shock �the HEL�. In each orientation, this stress was esti-
mated from the observed scaling of P1 with P2 and corre-
sponded with the weakest precursor stress. Precursor stresses
in diamond can thus exceed the HEL by more than a factor
of two.

We have observed that elastic precursors in diamond can
persist to peak stresses of �800 GPa in �110�-oriented dia-
mond and �700 GPa in polycrystalline diamond. The limit
of the two-wave structure was not observed for the �100� and
�111� single-crystal orientations; however, given that elastic-
shock velocities in these orientations are similar to or faster
than those in �110� �Fig. 7�, it is probable that the overdrive
stresses and velocities will be comparable to or higher than
observed for �110�. This shows that, for any orientation of
single-crystal diamond and at least one variety of polycrys-
tal, a two-wave structure can occur for shock compression to
all states on the solid Hugoniot; and, given the observation of
reflecting shocks behind the elastic precursor waves, also to
partially molten states on the solid-liquid coexistence
curve.31 The DC obtained here should be considered upper
bounds for experiments in which steady loading conditions
are achieved.

B. Inelastic-wave behavior

The most precise inelastic Hugoniot data on single-crystal
diamond in the present study, at P2�160 GPa �Fig. 8�, re-
veals that peak compression states are consistent with hydro-
static stress for the �100� and �110� orientations and incon-
sistent with hydrostatic stress for the �111� orientation. Our
observations are consistent with the expectation that shock-
compressed states will either fall on the hydrostatic compres-
sion curve or at higher P or D �for given 	 or u� due to
strength effects. For P2 between 200 and 600 GPa, the
present Hugoniot data are all compatible with the hydrostatic
response although uncertainties in the data and hydrostat are
large.

V. THE STRENGTH OF DIAMOND

A. Definitions of strength

The von Mises criterion relates yield strength Y to devia-
toric stress �ij

/ by

Y = �3/2�1/2��ij
/ �ij

/ �1/2, �7�

where

�ij
/  �ij−P̄�ij �8�

for stress tensor �ij �taken to be positive on compression�, �ij

being the Kronecker delta and P̄�ii /3 the mean stress �re-
peated subscripts imply summation�. For a coordinate system
aligned with directions of principal stress, such that �11
=�S is the longitudinal shock stress and �22 and �33 are
principal stresses transverse to the shock propagation direc-
tion, the von Mises criterion reduces to

Y = �S − �T
Y , �9�

where �T
Y ��22+�33� /2. Equation �9� is exact for isotropic

lateral stress ��22=�33� as is the case for �100� and �111�

FIG. 11. �Color online� Shock vs particle velocity measurements
for diamond at high stress, showing the limit of the two-wave struc-
ture. Data obtained using the methods described in Sec. III B are
shown as filled squares ��110� diamond, green; polycrystalline CVD
diamond, orange�; in the two-wave regime, only D2-u2 data are
shown; and corresponding precursor amplitudes can be found in
Table II. Dashed colored lines are bounds on the overdrive velocity
�DC� that separates the two-wave and single-wave regimes in the
present measurements. Previous high-precision, single-wave Hugo-
niot data on �110� diamond �Ref. 34� �green open squares�, �100�
diamond �Ref. 27� �purple crossed square�, and polycrystalline dia-
mond �Ref. 35� �orange open squares� are also plotted.
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uniaxial strain in cubic crystals.62 When lateral stress is an-
isotropic ��22��33� as can be the case for �110� uniaxial
strain,62 Eq. �9� is accurate to within 0.3% for diamond.47

For single crystals, strength can also be described using
the resolved shear stress on preferred slip planes at
yielding.16,62,63 In diamond, slip and fracture occurs prima-
rily on �111� planes, as expected theoretically7 and observed
in indentation tests,26 diamond-anvil cell �DAC� �quasistatic�
high-pressure experiments,8 and shock compression.64 This
suggests that finite-strain, while altering crystal symmetry,
does not change the preferred slip plane referenced to the
unstrained lattice. For elastic uniaxial strain in the �100�,
�110�, and �111� directions of an fcc lattice, and presuming
slip occurs on �111� planes in the direction of maximum
resolved shear stress �a �112� direction in all cases�, the
critical-resolved shear stress �CRSS can be written as

�CRSS = ��S − �T
CRSS�cos�n�sin�n� , �10�

where �T
CRSS is the transverse stress in the plane containing

the shock-propagation direction and the �112� slip direction,
and n is the angle from the shock-propagation direction to
the �111� slip-plane normal. For �100� and �110� uniaxial
strain, �T

CRSS=�22=�33; for �110�, �T
CRSS equals either �22 or

�33 depending on the coordinates used to define the principal
stresses. If slip occurs in a preferred direction that is not
�112�, then �CRSS is reduced by the cosine of the angle be-
tween �112� and the preferred slip direction in the �111�
plane �e.g., if �110� �111� slip is assumed, �CRSS is reduced by
�13%�. The normal �confining� stress on the slip plane at
yielding, �n, can be written as

�n = �S cos2�n� + �T
CRSS sin2�n� . �11�

In the present discussion, crystallographic directions and
planes in strained conditions are referenced to their un-
strained cubic coordinates.

While the critical-resolved shear stress is arguably a more
fundamental measure of strength for single crystals than the
yield strength, it has limited applicability because it is not
possible to unambiguously define slip-system orientations
relative to the stress field once inelastic deformation occurs.
Therefore, only the von Mises criterion is used to evaluate
strength for states beyond yielding.

To evaluate Y, �CRSS and �n in the shock-compressed
states, the lateral stresses �T

Y and �T
CRSS must be determined.

One approach, valid for elastic strain and hence only for
conditions of incipient yielding at the HEL, is to calculate
the stress field �ij under uniaxial strain using known elastic
constants. This method has been described for shock com-
pression of fcc single-crystals with �111� slip systems assum-
ing linear elasticity and infinitesimal strain.62 Here, because
of the high compressions experienced in diamond at its HEL,
it was necessary to account for nonlinear elasticity and the
change in crystal symmetry under uniaxial strain. In predict-
ing �ij with nonlinear elastic theory, we have considered
elastic constants up to the third order52,65 using both
Lagrangian16,23,29,47 and Eulerian47 finite-strain formulations.

The other, more general approach to calculating lateral
stress, also applicable for states beyond the HEL, is to com-
pare the measured �S with the hydrostatic pressure PH at a

given volume.13 Considering the definition of P̄, we can
write

�S − �T = �3/2�
�S − P̄� . �12�

Equation �12� is valid if �T=�T
Y =�T

CRSS when �22=�33 ��100�
and �111� compression� or if �T=�T

Y when �22��33 ��110�
compression�; when �22��33 it is not straightforward to de-
fine �T

CRSS through Eq. �12�. At a given volume

P̄ − PH  
P . �13�

For diamond, 
P=0 is a good approximation.47

B. Strength of single-crystal diamond

The strength of single-crystal diamond, taken from the
measured HEL values in each orientation, is shown in Table
III. Equation �12� was evaluated with PH determined on the
hydrostatic isentrope �Appendix B�. Also shown in Table III
are prior experimental and theoretical strength determina-
tions. The present Y measurements are comparable to those
from DAC studies,8–10 though the DAC determinations tend
to be larger. Presently measured Y and �CRSS are approxi-
mately 1/3 of theoretical predictions on compression or
shear;1–6 predictions of strength in tension4,7 are not directly
relevant to our work, as tension promotes a mode of failure
with no analog in compression.

It is observed in the present data that �CRSS depends on
loading direction and increases with �n �Fig. 12�. This is
consistent with theoretical expectations.3,5 The observed in-
crease is approximately linear with a slope of �0.32, com-
parable to that predicted by Ref. 3 ��0.26� but significantly
larger than predicted by Ref. 5 ��0.07�. Analyzing HEL data
for silicon61 �also an fcc lattice� in the same manner as for
diamond, a similar dependence of �CRSS on �n is observed
�Fig. 12�. In contrast, �CRSS in single-crystal �fcc� copper is
independent of �n;62 this may be because the low confining
stress at the HEL in copper is not enough to significantly
alter that material’s strength.

The observation that the strength of single-crystal dia-
mond increases with confining stress may explain the higher
yield strengths observed in DAC experiments, as yielding in
the DAC occurs at higher confining stress than yielding un-
der shock loading. We note that ramp-compression data on
polycrystalline diamond11 suggest that the elastic strength of
single crystal and polycrystalline diamond are comparable
under high strain-rate dynamic loading.

C. Yield strength under inelastic compression

The behavior of the yield strength under inelastic com-
pression is shown in Fig. 13. In this figure, the strength ob-
served in the precursor �Y1� and the strength observed in the
inelastic wave �Y2� are compared using the quantity Y2 /Y1. Y
was determined from Eq. �12� with PH calculated on the
hydrostatic isentrope for Y1 and the hydrostatic Hugoniot for
Y2 �Appendix B�.

For inelastic compression just beyond the HEL �to
�160 GPa� the strength response varies with orientation.
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The �111� orientation exhibits nearly elastic-plastic compres-
sion with no resolvable change in strength whereas the �100�
and �110� orientations show a significant loss of strength
and, in the case of �110� compression, nearly hydrostatic
postshock stress. At higher stresses �above 200 GPa�, the
strength behavior is not as well resolved �due to larger un-
certainties in the data and hydrostat� but the results remain
consistent with a significant loss of strength in some orien-
tations.

The differences in the strength response appear to be re-
flected in the structure of the free-surface wave profiles �Fig.
4�, which, at �250 GPa, have documented distinct elastic
reverberation features in the �100� and �110� data, and a lack

of this feature in the �111� data. Considering that the elastic
reverberation wave should be initially quasidiscontinuous,
the sharp reverberation feature in the �100� and �110� data is
consistent with reverberation against an inelastic shock of
short rise time whereas the lack of this feature in �111� data
indicates reverberation against an inelastic shock of longer
rise time. The short rise time of �100� and �110� inelastic

TABLE III. Strength of single-crystal diamond.

Type of study Y �GPa�
�CRSS

�GPa�
�N

�GPa�

Experiment

�100� shocka 61�15 29�7b 35�11

�100� shockc 77�12 37�6b 31�6

�100� DACd 130�10

�110� shocka 73�9 33�4b 56�7

�110� shockc 80�8

�110� DACe 94�4

�111� shocka 56�10 18�4b 12�3

�111� shockc 61�4 20�2b 7�1

�111� DACf 81�5

Theory

CRSSg 91.6h 0

CRSSi 121h 0

CRSSj 95b 0

CRSSk 93b 0

CRSSl 96.6b 0

CRSSj 108b 50

CRSSl 101b 62

�100� compressionm 200

�100� tensionn 225

�110� tensionn 130

�111� tensionn 90

�111� tensionk 95

aThis study, calculated from finite-strain models.
b�112� �111� slip system considered.
cThis study, calculated from Eq. �12�.
dReference 8.
eReference 10, lower bound.
fReference 9, lower bound.
gReference 1.
h�110� �111� slip system considered.
iReference 2.
jReference 3.
kReference 4.
lReference 5, Fig. 3�c�.
mReference 6.
nReference 7.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Critical-resolved shear stress vs confin-
ing stress. Data for diamond �colored filled circles� were obtained
from finite-strain models �Table III� and a linear fit to the data
�dashed black line� represents the elastic limit. Solid colored lines
show finite-strain predictions �Eulerian and Lagrangian� of stress
evolution prior to intersection with the elastic limit. Theoretical
studies for diamond are black open symbols: Ref. 1 �upward tri-
angle�, Ref. 2 �downward triangle�, Ref. 4 �square�, Ref. 3 �dia-
monds connected by solid line�, and Ref. 5, Fig. 3�c� �circles con-
nected by solid line�. Inset: HEL data on silicon from Ref. 61
analyzed in the same manner as diamond ��111� slip assumed� and
plotted with identical symbols; nonlinear elastic constants for Si
taken from Ref. 74.

FIG. 13. �Color online� Behavior of strength in the inelastic
wave for the present data �colored filled squares� and for the most
precise data point of Ref. 28 �open red square�. The upper and
lower black lines are ideal elastic-plastic and elastic-isotropic
strength behavior, respectively.
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shocks is likely coupled to strength loss since the probable
mechanism for strength loss—shear banding—would coin-
cide with rapid stress relaxation in the inelastic shock and a
sharper wavefront.18 The long rise time of the �111� inelastic
shock suggests slow stress relaxation, likely a consequence
of plastic �rather than catastrophic� inelastic deformation and
is consistent with the observed retention of strength in this
orientation. The differences in the strength response are also
reflected in the slow second-shock velocities in the �100� and
�110� orientations, relative to local bulk sound speeds �Fig.
14�, a common indicator of strength loss.14,15,19

The cause of the observed differences in the inelastic
strength response is not known but may be related to the
significantly lower elastic limit in the �111� orientation. We
note that previous data on nearly �111�-oriented diamond,
which exhibited a low elastic limit and evidence for nonhy-
drostatic stress under shock compression �Fig. 8�, are consis-
tent with the present �111� data.

Finally, the observation that limiting free-surface release
velocities are low �uf2�2u2� at P2�300 GPa for all orien-
tations shows that strength can affect the unloading behavior
of diamond even in cases where it has been significantly
reduced on initial shock compression.66 This is consistent
with the idea of a transient strength-loss mechanism, such as
shear banding during shock compression followed by post-
shock hardening due to the dissipation of thermal
heterogeneities.15,17,18,20

D. Impurity effects

The preceding discussion treats the dynamic strength of
single-crystal diamond as if it were independent of diamond
type. However, under quasistatic loading, the presence of
impurities is known to affect the mechanical properties of
diamond26 and it is reasonable to expect similar effects under

dynamic loading. Type Ib diamonds, used here to study the
�111� orientation, feature dispersed substitutional nitrogen
defects, and are known to exhibit low strength in quasistatic
indentation experiments, as well as the strongest tendency
toward plasticity.26 In contrast, types Ia and IIa diamonds,
used to study the �100� and �110� orientations, typically con-
tain aggregate nitrogen impurities �Ia� or lack significant ni-
trogen impurities �IIa�, and tend to be harder in indentation
tests, more resistant to plastic flow, and more prone to frac-
ture in comparison with Ib samples.26 These properties are
consistent with the lower HEL and tendency to yield plasti-
cally of �111�-oriented Ib samples and with the higher HELs
and loss of strength on yielding apparent in �100�- and
�110�-oriented Ia and IIa samples. Thus, while our strength
data on single crystals has been interpreted in the context of
crystalline anisotropy, it may become evident through further
study that our observations have been influenced by defect
content.

VI. COMPARISON TO OTHER HUGONIOT
MEASUREMENTS

There have been a number of studies of the shock Hugo-
niot of diamond in the stress range examined in the present
study,27,28,32–35 though only one of these studies reported a
two-wave structure.28 In this section, we consider the previ-
ous Hugoniot data in the context of the present measure-
ments. Since some data in which single waves were reported
are more precise than the present work and do not depend on
assumptions that may reduce accuracy �i.e., uf2=2u2 used in
the present study at P2�600 GPa�, we examine whether any
systematic errors might have been incurred in those experi-
ments where a two-wave structure was likely to have been
present but unobserved.

A. Hicks et al. 2008

Some of the present authors �Hicks et al.,34 HEA� have
recently published diamond Hugoniot measurements from
600 to 1900 GPa on �110�-oriented diamond �Fig. 11�. The
present measurements on this orientation suggest that a two-
wave structure should have occurred in diamond in the
lowest-stress experiments of that study �at stresses less than
�800 GPa and shock velocities less than 22.3�0.3 km /s�.
As in Sec. III B of the present work, the velocity of the
reflective �inelastic� shock in diamond was measured by
VISAR in that study. An elastic precursor, had one been
present, would not have affected this measurement or been
observable, though it could have generated a systematic error
in the analysis. This error is negligible if elastic precursor
conditions are presumed similar in HEA and the present
work. For the lowest-stress datapoint, where the error is larg-
est, estimated corrections for a two-wave structure are −0.4%
in u2, +0.6% in P2, and −1.0% in 	2, which are well within
the uncertainty of the original data.

B. Other data

High-stress diamond Hugoniot data have also been re-
ported by Knudson, Desjarlais, and Dolan35 �KDD� for

FIG. 14. �Color online� Comparison of inelastic shock velocity
with bulk sound velocity. Inelastic shock data are from the present
study �colored filled squares�, Ref. 28 �open squares�, and Ref. 27
�open crossed squares�. The black solid lines are limits on the local
bulk sound speed �Appendix B�; the ambient bulk sound speed is
the black open triangle. Colored lines are bounds on shock veloci-
ties for elastic-isotropic compression.
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stresses between 550 and 1400 GPa on two varieties of poly-
crystalline diamond �Fig. 11�; single-wave compression was
reported. The microcrystalline samples used in that study are
derived from the same manufacturing process and supplier as
the polycrystalline samples studied here, and are considered
to be identical. The present measurements of DC in this ma-
terial �21.6�0.3 km /s� indicate that a two-wave structure
may have been present at stresses lower than �700 GPa in
the experiments of KDD. It is not clear if an elastic precursor
could have been observed in those experiments or how it
would have affected the measurements. We note that a sig-
nificant kink in the KDD Hugoniot at �21.5 km /s, identi-
fied as the onset of melting by those authors, is identical to
DC observed in the present study for microcrystalline dia-
mond. We also note that the Hugoniot data of HEA, KDD,
and the present study are in good agreement in the over-
driven regime and diverge in the regime of the two-wave
structure �Fig. 11�.

Lower-precision high-stress Hugoniot data on �100� �Ref.
33� and �110� �Ref. 32� diamond �500–2000 GPa� also re-
ported single waves. The present observations suggest that
elastic precursors were likely to have been present in some
experiments from these studies as well. This could explain
the discrepancy between the travel-time-based and
interferometry-based shock velocity measurements in Ref.
33 at low stress, and suggests that the transition identified as
melting in that study may also be related to precursor over-
drive.

Two prior studies have examined the diamond Hugoniot
at stresses below 500 GPa.27,28 The data of Kondo and
Ahrens,28 which included a two-wave structure and studied
stresses of �200 GPa in nearly �111�-oriented diamond, are
generally consistent with the present data on �111� diamond
�Figs. 7, 8, and 13�.

We conclude that the single-wave Hugoniot data of
Pavlovskii27 on �100� diamond at stresses from 100 to 600
GPa are in significant error. This is evident without reference
to the present measurements: three out of four datapoints in
that study have shock velocities less than the ambient �100�
longitudinal sound speed �Fig. 7�, guaranteeing the presence
of a precursor wave in those experiments. The present data
on �100� diamond reinforce this conclusion and suggest that
the fourth datapoint may also have exhibited a two-wave
structure. Accounting for the two-wave structure reveals sub-
stantial systematic error in the original data—as large as 20%
in stress and 5% in density or 37% in 
	=	2−	0 for the
lowest-stress datapoint.11,47 While Pavlovskii’s original
single-wave data are consistent with hydrostatic stress, esti-
mated corrections to this data for the unobserved elastic pre-
cursor result in a significant divergence from a hydrostatic
response �Fig. 8�.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We observe a two-wave elastic-inelastic shock structure in
three orientations of diamond single crystal and at least one
variety of diamond polycrystal to peak stresses as high as
�800 GPa. Finite postshock shear stress is observed for
compression of �111�-oriented diamond �this study� and

nearly �111�-oriented diamond28 for shock loading to hun-
dreds of GPa. Theoretical Hugoniot calculations assuming
single-wave shock compression and hydrostatic stress
conditions31,35,37,38 thus may not provide accurate represen-
tations of the shock Hugoniot.

The low-stress Hugoniot of Pavlovskii27 is inconsistent
with the present results and a general linear D-u description
of the diamond Hugoniot does not appear to be realistic due
to: �1� the high elastic limit and the wide range of conditions
over which the two-wave structure occurs; �2� the occurrence
of strength loss beyond the elastic limit �which produces a
nonlinear D-u response�; �3� variations in the shock response
with initial sample properties; and �4� the occurrence of
phase transitions31,35,37,38 at higher stress.

There is good agreement between the most precise Hugo-
niot data at high stress34,35 only in the overdriven regime
�Fig. 11�; in the regime of the two-wave structure these data
sets diverge, consistent with our conclusion that strength ef-
fects are present and need to be taken into account. The
observation of an elastic precursor at conditions where the
second shock is reflecting is evidence that the two-wave
structure can persist into the partially molten shock regime.31

We find that reported signatures of melting at 700–800
GPa33,35 are well correlated with observed transitions from
two- to single-wave structures and thus could be related to
precursor overdrive. The onset of reflecting
shocks31—occurring at �600 GPa in �110� diamond34—
suggests that melting can begin at lower stress. Recent
shock-temperature measurements also support an initiation
of melting at �600 GPa �in both polycrystalline and �110�
diamond�.36 This stress is near the lower end of theoretical
predictions for the onset of melting which range from 625–
745 GPa when single-wave compression is assumed.35,37,38

Hugoniot predictions including the two-wave structure will
be warmer �Appendix B� and are thus likely to intersect the
melting curve at lower stress.
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF DRIVE STEADINESS

The laser-driven shocks used in the present study are in-
herently unsteady. As the shock travels away from the driven
surface, it experiences perturbations in amplitude, both posi-
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tive and negative, due to variations in the pressure of the
laser-driven plasma during irradiation and due to release fol-
lowing laser shutoff. The latter effect dominates our present
experiments at P2�300 GPa, causing shock decay with
time. For P2�300 GPa, approximately steady-loading con-
ditions are achieved with perturbations in shock-front ampli-
tude being both positive and negative but centered about
some mean state. It is the mean state which we have at-
tempted to characterize in our experiments as this is expected
to reasonably represent a state that would be obtained under
ideal steady loading. Below we characterize the magnitude
of these perturbations in such optimized, quasisteady experi-
ments, using the quartz window as a diagnostic of loading
stability. We note that in such experiments, drive instability
should affect primarily second-shock amplitude �in diamond�
since the elastic precursor, once separated from the second
shock, should be relatively insensitive to its amplitude.

Conditions at the quartz shock front and their variation
with time are observed in VISAR and SOP records �e.g., Fig.
3� since the quartz shock front is reflecting and emissive45

for most of the experiments. The drive-pressure perturbations
affecting the shock in quartz can be presumed to similarly
affect the shock in diamond. Though the diamond shock is
not reflecting, transparent, or emissive at low stress,31,47 pre-
venting time-resolved study of shock conditions, its variabil-
ity in time can be estimated from that observed in quartz
using the relation

tQ = � cQ

cQ + uQ − DQ
�� cD + uD − DD

cD
�tD, �A1�

where a given perturbation due to the laser drive arrives at
the quartz and diamond shock fronts at time tQ and tD, re-
spectively �where tQ and tD are measured relative to shock
breakout into diamond and quartz�. It is assumed in Eq. �A1�
that perturbations arrive at the base of the diamond and
quartz simultaneously and that they are small enough that
constant D, u, and c can be assumed, where c is the sound
speed in the shock-compressed state; subscripts “Q” and “D”
denote quantities in quartz and diamond, respectively. Ac-
counting for impedance mismatches,67 variations in shock
stress in diamond up to tD ��PD� can be estimated from ob-
served variations in quartz up to tQ ��PQ� by

1 + ZA/ZQ

1 + ZA/ZD
�PQ = �PD, �A2�

where ZA, ZQ, and ZD are the impedances of aluminum,
quartz, and diamond, respectively, and can be estimated from
the respective Hugoniots.

In shot dh14, at a mean peak stress of �265 GPa in dia-
mond and �180 GPa in quartz—Fig. 3�a�—VISAR obser-
vation of the quartz shock front revealed variations in shock
velocity with time. Equation �A1� gives tQ�0.92 tD for this
experiment with D and u measured in the experiment �Table
II�, cQ ��14 km /s� estimated from measured sound speeds
in molten quartz,68 and cD ��26 km /s� estimated as a lon-
gitudinal sound speed cD=cB

�3�1−�� / �1+�� from the Pois-
son ratio ��0.1 �Ref. 26� and the bulk sound speed cB �Ap-
pendix B�. Thus, drive-stress perturbations affecting the

diamond shock front to tD�12 ns �the time it takes for the
second shock to transit the diamond� have similarly affected
the quartz shock front to tQ�11 ns �a time at which the
quartz shock is still transiting the sample�. The directly ob-
served variation in the quartz shock-front conditions to tQ
�11 ns has a standard deviation of �2.5% in shock veloc-
ity and �6.4% in stress. Estimating ZA�56, ZQ�52, and
ZD�75 GPa / �km /s� at the appropriate high-stress condi-
tions, a �7.6% variation in stress at the diamond shock front
during sample transit is estimated; this is roughly equivalent
to the uncertainty in P2 for this experiment, showing that the
effects of unsteady loading are accounted for in our uncer-
tainty.

Thermal emission variations in quartz were consistent
with the variations in shock velocity. In a number of
experiments—e.g., Fig. 3�c�—time-resolved velocimetry
was not obtained �due to poor AR coatings� and only
thermal-emission data was available. By comparison of
emission and VISAR data from different experiments, it was
clear that loading stability was relatively constant for given
laser-drive conditions.

APPENDIX B: HYDROSTATIC HUGONIOT PREDICTION

The Hugoniot of diamond—assuming elastic-isotropic
compression �hydrostatic conditions in the peak state�—can
be predicted by a thermodynamic pathway that considers
isentropic compression to the final volume, V2, followed by
isochoric heating at V2 to final pressure P2 and internal en-
ergy E2.69 In the present treatment we explicitly account for
the two-wave structure. The isentropic compression step is
described here by a third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of
state, where the subscript S is used to denote isentropic con-
ditions.

PS�f� = 3K0Sf�1 + 2f�5/2
1 + �3/2��K0S
/ − 4�f� , �B1�

where f = �1 /2�
�V0 /V�2/3−1� is the Eulerian isotropic strain,
K0S=−V0��P /�V�S,P=0 is the ambient isentropic bulk modu-
lus, and K0S

/ = ��K0S /�P�S,P=0 is the pressure derivative of the
bulk modulus. Isothermal compression is also described by
Eq. �B1� if the isentropic moduli are replaced by isothermal
moduli: K0T=−V0��P /�V�T,P=0 and K0T

/ = ��K0T /�P�T,P=0.70

The isochoric heating step can be described by the Gruneisen
equation of state, �=V��P /�E�V, where � is the Gruneisen
parameter, leading to

P2�V2� = PS�V2� + ��/V2�
E2�V2� − ES�V2�� . �B2�

The internal energy of the final state E2 is defined by the
Hugoniot equation22

E2 − E0 = 1
2 �P2 + P1��V1 − V2� + 1

2 �P1 + P0��V0 − V1� ,

�B3�

which has been adapted for a two-wave system. With Eq.
�B3�, and considering that PS=−��E /�V�S, Eq. �B2� can be
written as
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P2�V2� = �1 −
1

2
��/V2��V1 − V2��−1

� �PS�V2� +
�

V2
�P0�V0 − V1�

2

+
P1�V0 − V2�

2
+ �

V0

V2

PSdV	� . �B4�

The predicted D2 and u2 are then determined from P2�V2�
using Eqs. �2� and �3�. In this analysis, the fact that the
elastic precursor is in a state of anisotropic stress does not
need to be considered explicitly; only the isotropically
stressed final state is important.

The thermodynamic parameters required by our model are
K0S, K0S

/ , and �. In the present model we assume that �
varies as �=�0�V /V0�, where �0=0.773 is the ambient value
of � �though predictions are not significantly different if �
=�0 is assumed�. A precise value of K0S was obtained from
the isentropic second-order elastic constants52,70 as K0S
=444.8 ��0.7� GPa; this was consistent with but more
precise than K0S=437.8 ��8.5� GPa obtained from isother-
mal static compression measurements of K0T.47,71,72 K0S

/ was
determined from K0T

/ measured by isothermal
compression47,71,72 as K0S

/ =3.93 ��0.27�.
We consider this model accurate to �400 GPa; above

this stress, uncertainties become large, extrapolations be-
come model dependent,47 and phase transitions31,38 may af-
fect the compressibility.

For the calculations of P2, 	2, D2, and u2, we considered
the parameters of the elastic precursor P1, 	1, D1, and u1 to
be fixed at the HEL. Uncertainty in the HEL and the scaling
of precursor amplitude with second-wave stress are not used
in the predictions for the sake of clarity. Accounting for pre-
cursor uncertainty and scaling somewhat affects the D2-u2
predictions but does not noticeably affect the P2-	2 predic-
tions.

In the case of single-wave shock compression, i.e., when
the elastic precursor is overdriven, V1=V0, and P1= P0 in Eq.
�B4�. One effect of considering the precursor is to increase
the dissipative thermal pressure Pdiss P2-PS at a given vol-
ume. At P2�150 GPa on the hydrostatic Hugoniot, Pdiss
�5 GPa for a two-wave treatment, compared to a Pdiss
�2 GPa for a treatment that ignores the elastic precursor.
The difference in thermal pressure 
PTh between these two
treatments ��3 GPa� is related to the temperature difference

T by 
PTh=�0	0CV
T, assuming a constant specific heat
CV and the volume dependence of � discussed earlier. Esti-
mating CV from its measured value at 1000 K and ambient
pressure,73 the temperature difference between the single-
and double-wave calculation at P2�150 GPa is �625 K.
This is comparable to the calculated single-wave shock tem-
perature of 650–1200 K.37,38 Thus, at low stresses in dia-
mond, elastic-isotropic compression produces Hugoniot tem-
peratures approximately 50–100 % larger than what would
be obtained by single-shock isotropic compression.

The bulk sound speed cB at V2 was estimated from Eq.
�B1� as cB=���P /�	�S.
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